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Editorial WILMOT PERKINS AND
THE PENALTY IS DEATH

We have warned more than once that
the conflicting behaviour of the House
and of the Senate in January and in Feb-
ruary would have confused some people.
But we did not believe that that would
inc lude the Jamaica Council of
Churches whose leadership must have at
least read the editorials which made it
abundantly clear that unless there is an
Act of Parliament to suspend the death
penalty the Law remains in force.

We called upon the Government to
consider the action of the House in vot-
ing for retention of the death penalty
(not evenly divided as the Council of
Human Rights stated, but by 24 votes
to 19) and that x>f the Senate in voting
for a suspension for 18 months, until a
scientific study was done. It appeared to
us that it was up to the Cabinet to take
action as the Government either in
bringing an Act to the House to again
ask for a suspension though the House
had defeated such a proposal from Ur.
Mavis Gilmour of the JLP or by declar-
ing that it respected the wishes of the
House, and not of the Senate. The lat-
ter course would naturally be popular in
view of the- Carl Stone Poll which
showed an overwhelming opinion in the
country in favour of the retention of the
death penalty.

It is not the business of the Privy
Council to make law, neither is it that
of the Courts. They behave in accord-
ance with the law and the Constitution.
For the Council of Human Rights to
attack the class origins of the members

-trt jthe Privy Council in order to defend
the rights of those to be hanged for the
brutal slaying of Messrs. Leo Henry and
Vemon James, seems to us to be a
departure from the high standards of
public debate and a betrayal of the very
raison d'etre of the Council. To also
import a political motive for the deci-
sion not to reprieve the slayers of
Messrs. Henry and James is a disservice
to the Privy Council and to the Council
of Human Rights.

OPINIONS on this page, except for those in the editorial abooe, do
not necessarily reflect the Diews of the GLEANER.

While we appreciate the emotion
and sensitivity which have guided both
the Council for Human Rights and the
Jamaica Council of Churches, the fact is
that the Law of the land has not been
amended, and it is that those who are
convicted of murder must suffer death
as the penalty — aiter all legal channels
have been exhausted. It would be a trav-
esty of justice if the Privy Council were
to commute the death sentences of con-
victed murderers merely on the ground

'that one House of Parliament had rec-
ommended that death sentences be sus-
pended until a study of the effect has
been done. For clearly-such a recom-
mendation is to the Government and
hence to Parliament which has the pow-
er to amend the law.

No one can claim with any hope of
being believed that, since April 1976
when the last hanging took place, kill-
ings have decreased. Instead they have
risen to such an extent that a State of
Emergency was declared for almost a
year, and since June 1977 when the
emergency was lifted, gun killings have
continued with only periodic lulls. In
today's Jamaica the horrible fear of
death from the gun stalks the land.

The P r i v y C o u n c i l mus t be
applauded for doing its job in accord-
ance with the Constitution, the Law
and the facts of each case as presented
to it. To act otherwise is to take unto
itself authority and powers which would
place it above the law and the
constitution.

The responsibility lies squarely with
the Government and the House of Rep-
resentatives which must explain to the
people why sjnce April 1976 convicts on
Death Row Have been kept in defiance
of the law, and enabled in some cases to
send threats to the courageous witnesses
whose evidence helped to convict them,
while in other cases some must have suf
fered extreme psychological torture dur
ing the long wait.

I CERTAINLY AM OF
the opinion tha t

Mr. Ian Ramsay owes an
apology to that vigilant
protector of democracy
and brilliant public 'guru'
Mr. Wilmot Perkins. This
man since he has begun
to write for the GLEA-
NER has served as a good
teacher to those of us who
have this determined ava-
rice to be enlightened.

What is however, grossly
disconcerting and excessively
nauseating to me, is that a
man of Mr. Ramsay's prior
standing (since he has now
lost it) and experience at the
Bar could have allowed his
uncontrolled ego to have so
got the better of him, thus
resulting in his unforensic
lambasting of the learned
writer. Mr. Ramsay's attack
on Mr. Perkins can only be
explained on the grounds
that he might have been
trying "to beg the case'. I
certainly cannot conceive of
any other viable explanation.

And quite interestingly,
this assumption I have
arrived at has been triggered
by my memory of this same
gentleman early in this near
completed decade, making

^speeches from banquet tables
and other venues which are
the preserve of the well-to-
do, about Government shift-
ing of the middle classes. If
my memory serves me right,
I further recollect that he
was urging, those classes to
speak out and defend their
class positions.

The basic tenet of that urg
ing was democracy. Whether
Mj. Ramsay knew it or not
he was rightly urging a
group or class of people to
use democratic means for the
entrenchment of their posi-
tion reached in life. It is
against this background that
one has to ask oneself if he
was speaking about democ
racy then, simply as a means
to the end of political power
which he sought, or was he
doing so from any sincere
political or intellectual con
viction It certainly could not

IAN RAMSAY
By o student in a letter
to the Editor of May 22

be the latter. Because if so
why the reasons for the volte-
face? On the'contrary it is
my firm opinion that never
at any time in our history,
since self-government, has
the threat to our democracy
been more serious.

• Stand firm
At a result of this, a per-

son in his position and of his
status in the society should
take jt upon himself on
behalf of the people to stand
firm when their democratic \

N rights are being threatened.
In other words Mr. Ramsay
should be exhorting the
people to stand firm against
"viperous vermins" gnawing
at the entrails of democracy.

I have put a lot of accent
on democracy in my argu-
ment and readers might be
getting concerned as to the
relevance of this.

I see its relevance in the
fact that Mr. Perkins did not
criticise a verdict of the
court. He instead expressed
an opinion shared by many if
not all wise persons. I for
one- do not agree that a
judge should withdraw from
a trial or hearing because
some idle mind traced the
genealogy of relatives and
came up with a proposition,
unsupported, that he is
related to the accused.

I deem the matter as one
in which a judge has suc-
cumbed to the tricks of dan-
gerously educated persons
who grossly abused the privi-
lege of their education My
argument gpes further in
saying that the judge, in with-
drawing, has established a
very dangerous precedent,
that looms dangerously as a v

threat to the proper function
ing of the judicial system

Mr. Ramsay's contention is
that no one should comment
on such things unless they
are privileged to be educated

at the Bar. Did Mr. Ramsay
realise that any person of
average intelligence can
acquire a law book and read
the law and interpret it' The
only thing that might fail
him is procedure. I say this
because the manner in which
he lambasted the learned
writer obviously suggests so.
In the same vein he has com-
mented that Lord Denning
withdrew from a hearing and
no one in England criticised
him. He further argued that
no one would criticise a
judge in England. It is a pity
that he had not told us why
Lord Denning did so, so that
we could know- if the cases
are distinguishable]

I am inclined to believe,
however, that public opinion
has played an important role
in the development of the
English Law. The case of
Sweet v. Passley is a classic
example. Public opinion had
influenced the opinon of the
House of Lords to the extent
that mens rea is now consid-
ered to be necessary for con-
viction in statutory offences.
I am almost certain that one
of the judges made mention
about the animosity the ver-
dict of the lower court had
generated.

• Wild remarks
I am conscious of the fact

of human liability to err. I
felt very strongly about this
matter from the very first
day it occurred. This feeling
was subsequently exacerbated
b y M r . R a m s a y ' s w i l d
remarks about the writer.
The learned Mr. Wilmot
Perkins has answered these
unforensk abuses from a
jurisprudential point of view,
countering Mr. Ramsay, the
man who was arrogating
learning to himself as if it
were a select preserve of his.

In closing. I challenge Mr.
Ramsay that he had a duty

Grasping the nettle

By Wilmot Perkins

MR. SEAGA has finally grasped the nettle. He has
taken, at last, the one decisive, necessary step towards
making his leadership rele-
vant to the here and now of
politics in May, 1979. He
has publicly addressed the
crucial question: do the
people of this country have
no alternative but to suffer
patiently through another
two years of retrogradation,
stuck with this Manley Gov-
ernment because it voted
for them in 1976; or is
there some way in which it
can legitimately revoke that
commitment, put a quick,
clean end to the nuisance, and make a new beginning
under new leadership?

Have the sovereign people no choice but to put up with
something .they no longer like, a mistake now proven beyond
the shadow of a doubt; a leadership barren of all hope and
leading only to ruin, that serves no constructive national pur-
pose but, on the contrary, has. itself become the essence of the
nation's problem' Were that the case its vaunted sovereignty
would be, in practical terms, a hollow shell.

Everyone agrees that a recovery strategy has to be based
upon measures for effectively increasing production and pro-
ductivity. The Phillipine meeting of'UNCTAD has, if any-
thing-, accentuated this commonplace by demonstrating that
there is nothing to be hoped for from increased and more bel-
ligerent mendicancy. „

An increase in production presupposes, as Mr. Shearer
said at the BITU conference, the ability of (he Government
to generate a climate of confidence conducive to investment.
One might go further and say not just 'investment' in its stric-
test sense, but economic effort of all kinds and at all levels
from disciplined performance at the workplace, through the
exercise of thrift and inventive enterprise, to extrepreneurial
decisions large and small.

The Government can no longer command or inspire such
confidence. It therefore cannot create the necessary climate.
It goes without .saying that it cannot therefore lead Recovery.
If it could, it would already have shown some sign of doing

On Friday April 22, 1977, more than two yean ago, the
Prime Minister addressed the House of Representatives on the
Emergency Production Plan.

Dark tunnel
"Mr Speaker", he said portentiously, "I must admin that

we are now in the middle of a tunnel which is dark and
uncomfortable. But I believe that already we can begin to see
the light at the end of the tunnel "

He must have been seeing peeny-wallies. Far from that
plan serving, as Mr. Manley fondly hoped, "as a basis for
initiating a process which will eventually lead to the overall
transformation and stabilization of our economy", it was an
egregious failure. The Five Year Development Plan, which
succeed it, was attended at birth by fewer rhetorical comets
and almost no mobilizational fanfare, the occasion no doubt
affected by the record of previous failure It was born incon-
spicuously, and if it still lives, it is obscurely.

The country has, in the interim, been driven deeper into
the tunnel, to a point where it is darker, and danker, and dis-
tinctly more uncomfortable. The peeny-wauiei have been left
behind . There is nothing now to create even the illusion of
an end to the tunnel.

In that speech, Mr. Manley spoke of his Government
"making strenuous efforts to increase our earnings of foreign
exchange through the expansion of both manufacturing
Mports and the tounst sector" They are stilL two years later,
milling about on the same well-trampled spot, preaching the
same old hackneyed homilies with the same lack of effect.

But one gathers that a study is now in progress, or at least
contemplated, to determine whether the tourist industry, as
at present conducted, is not, in fact, a net foreign exchange
loser; which the manufacturing sector may well also have
become, given that the major purpose of present day export
manufacture is to funnel foreign exchange, as fast as possible
-out of the jurisdiction of this Government.

Mr. Manley said at the time that his proposed transforma-
tion of the economy "must, if it is to succeed, lead to a res-
tructuring of our society along Democratic Socialist lines". He
went on to say that one of the cardinal principles of this Dem-
ocratic Socialist re-structuring "is the belief that the goals to
which we aspire cannot be achieved unless there is public con-
trol of the strategic and critical means of production within
our economy." /

Great Shambles
The country has now had an opportunity of seeing some

of the results. The utilities are a greater shambles than they'
have ever been. Mr. Seaga points out that public sector enter-
prises are now losing more than $100 million annually. And

the caper from which Mr Dexter Rose was, in all probabili-
ty, no more than a 'front man' and his wife an innocent red-
hernng exploited to create an impression of rectitude where
there was none, is no more than an item in a long catalogue
of corruption; for which, "public control", as affected by this
Government, has been a means of creating larger and safer
opportunities.

Mr. Manley's 'Progress' trails desolation, disillusion and
despair It isn't Jamaica that skilled and enterprising Jamai-
cans are fleeing. It is the impending malevolence that Dr.
Carl Stone calls "the Haitian syndrome" But the prologation
of the haemorrhage must very soon put the country beyond
any reasonable hope of recovery. Tfie syndrome is nourished
by its own exudation of despair.

The Social Contract represented, hypothetical!)-; the Gov-
ernment's last hope of being able to affect a sufficient degree
of national consensus to make possible under its leadership a
determined and effective assault upon the nation's problems
Its prospects never did at any time look bright. Mr. Shearer
representing rather more than the BITU, has now said that
from organized labour's point of view there s no more any
basis for any talk about a Social Contract 'I hat sounds final
enough. ,

Make way ,
Given that a Social Contract is as vital to the country's

future as the Government itself said it was; and given (he
Government's inability to bring about such a contract under
us leadership, the Government must follow the logic of its

'own argument It must make way for the future. Jt nbw repre-
sents, not progress, but a block in the path of progress. It
must move, or be moved, given also that Jamaicans are not
going to. be led. like sheep, along the path of retrogradation
deeper into "the Haitian syndrome".

Mr. Seaga has now called upon the sovereign people to
force that resolution. He must do more than that. Leadership
does not belong on its haunches in its tent when great issues
are at stake. It cannot just send foot-sloggers out with a gener-
al directive to win the war. The leader must provide, not just
the goal, but the strategy, the tactics and. above all. the
example of courage and commitment.

Mr. Seaga- can't leaveJit to the people. It is he who must
mobilize and lead the pebple. He must be out there in front
of them, like BustamamexdoinK what needs to be done.

It is, of course, going to be said that he is doing this
because he wants power. That's fine. Why else would he be
leader of the Opposition? If he did not, he would belong on
the same scrap heap as this derelict Government; and then
the country would really be in a spot of trouble.

LONG HOT SUMMER
ITS GETTING so hot as Spring dis-

appears for another year, that there
should be a bumper sale of farts this
summer, as people get prepared for a
season of
high temper-
atures and
racing pul-
ses. \

Not that
• the heat prob-

ably, has any-
thing to do
w i t h pulse
rates, but just
as certain as
there will be
long hot days
and breezeless
nights, there
s h a l l b e
discontent.

People will not only have to prepare for
the heat of the weather, but also the heat of
social discontent that is going to boil until
the steam thickens like a cloud around us.

This is one period of our days that will
not be touched by summer's sun, though we
would all wish.that it would be so.

By Balford Henry

The last nail was driven into the coffin
of the proposed Social Contract by the Oppo-
sition Leader, when he announced that his
party could continue demanding elections as
one criterion for co-operation.

;
The unions are banding together for the

first time in several years, and the issue
around which they are holding hands, is
none other than the 10% wage pay increase
limit.

What a hell of a time for unions to be
forging such strong links. It smacks of
serious trouble for the Government. '

~ On Saturday, BITU's new President,
Hugh Shearer, told his union that not only
was the book closed on a social contract,, but
that the union had been mandated by dele-
gates to take, and support, strike action to
obtain pay increases above the limits of the
guideline.

Narrowing
Further, Mr. Shearer, also wants a nar-

rowing, of the wage gap between workers in
the farm sector and those in industry and
services.

He wants life insurance, health insur-
ance, maternity leave for ladks in the field,

accident insurance, scholarship* and sports
and cultural programmes, for worker* in
agriculture.

The NWU, the TUC, Jalgo, JUPOPE
and the UAWU, have come out strongly
against the wage increase limits, and have
said publicly that they will take industrial
action, if .managements who can afford
increases above the guidelines refuse to
budge.

The Jamaica Civil Service Association,
once regarded as the most reactionary of the
unions, have as suddenly shed its wool arjd is
growing fur.

This Thursday when the members of the
JCSA from Kingston, St. Andrew, St. Cath-
erine and St. Thomas, meet at Jacisera Park
for their 60th annual meeting, the-main top-
ic will be the pace of the tribunal hearings
into the civil servants claim for pay increases
and not the election of officers.

The teachers have already started their
Parish meetings, to make a decision on some
form of action to get their pay increase nego-
tiations accelerated.

The Central and Local Government work-
ers, whose unions have already rejected the
seven dollars per week offer, the pharmacists
and the mid-wives, are all lining up for the

slice of the pie, and they have certainly
become a ve~ry militant lot.

You see the message that the workers are
giving to their unions to relay to the coun-
try's leader, is that they are not prepared to
yield. The chorus is, "we have been yielding
too long and there are no benefits to show."'
The union leaders have to pass on the mes-
sage unedited, because they exhuasted their
authority last year submitting to the restric-
tions following the International Monetary
Fund agreement.

In m situation like this, what can we hope
for? Stranger government, of course. There
is no doubt, that despite the sweet talk, the
government is going to get tougher with the
employen and workers. Probably, it was the
foresight of the government which fed to pay
increases granted to the. security force* last
year. Maybe the Labour Relations1 and
Industrial Disputes Act will start to bite.

But, all this adds up to too little too late.
There is no way the workers are going to
allow the LRIDA to intimidate them. In
fact the whole public has been battered by
too much rising prices, unemployment, short-
ages and general indiscipline, to care a hoot
about another "band belly" contract.

This social misery coupled with the
interne humidity of the season, shows that
we are certainly in for a long, hot summer.

Death penalty
THE EDITOR. Sir:- I am
in the eighteenth day of a
t w e n t y one day f a s t .
Although weakened, I am
.compelled to write asking
t h a t you p u b l i s h the
following.

The statement made by
the Human Rights Council
to which the Jamaica Council
of Churches have concurred
against capital punishment,
is provocative, misleading,
and has no moral and spirit-
ual foundation. One can eas-
ily understand the statement
of the Human Right* Coun-
cil as childish and politically
motivated. But the Church
and it's councillors are in a
different position, or should
be. It is truely sad that the
Churches have not recuper-
ated from the spiritual mis-
takes of their fathers, who
maliciously connived, plotted
and planned for the death of
Christ, the only begotten Son
of God. When faced with the
final decision posted by
Pilate Whom will thou
that I release unto you? They
joined gladly with the mob
that they had organised and
shouted gladly "give us
Barabbas, and crucify the
Christ!"

The Laws of God have
not changed. The wages of
sin is death, he that killeth
must be k i l l ed . Let me
repeat, he that useth the
sword shall perish by the
sword.

I am, etc ,
REV.STANLEY

BECKFORD D.D.
Red Hills P.O.
Box 81."
St. Andrew.

Cinderella
THE EDITOR, Sir Once
again the Portland Parish
Council has surfaced with an
unintelligent, ridiculous reso-
lution which should make
them) and us, the laughing
stock of entire Jamaica. I am
convinced that this action
stemmed from the fact that
previous criticisms of their
action came from outside of
the parish. They seem to
believe that Portlanders are
behind them.

As a Portlander, by adop-
tion, I am thoroughly ash-
amed, not only of the rhetor-
ic', but of their p i t i f u l
performance as Councillors-.

This is the Council that
wasted $14,000 of taxpayers'
money in erecting a useless
monstrosity called a clock
tower. Our streets remain fil-
thy and riddled with poth-
oles. I live on a street that
has over 100 pot holes and a
trough, in a distance of two
chains. Walking is a hazard.
All that has been done is to
fill in the holes with marl
which only lasts until the
next shower of rain.

We need action, not rhe-
toric, and we expect the
Council to perform. This
obsession with meaningless
words so a p t l y c a l l e d
"infantile leftism" can only
lead to their rejection. Port-
land the Cinderella" of all
the parishes deserves much
better than this.

I am, etc.,
DOREEN D. BRAMWELL

35 Fort George St.,
Port Antonio
May 10, 1979.

Voice of the People
to society to provide a rea-
soned legal argument as a
butt for his opinion. By this
I do not mean another state-
ment of abuse, but,a juris-
prudential discourse based
on judicial or authoritative
precedent as was aptly char-
acterised by Mr. Perkins'
ankle of 8/5/79.

Failure to do so on Ram-
say's part will only result in
our asking him to confine
himself to cross-examining
witnesses and addressing
juries in pomp. That -seems
to be his only metier. He
would be further advised also
to note from the book of one
of his illustrious colleagues
who is bent on using the
term, "Mi Lud I am trying
to see in what direction the
witness' mind is moving."
Read Montesquieu and try to
see if he grasps in what direc-
tion that learned French-
man's mind was moving.

\ I am, etc ,
A STUDENT.

May 22, 1979.

No cover-up
THE EDITOR, Sir:

Mr. Winston Spauldings
in his article in Fridays news-
paper parroting "cover-up" is
hardly more than you would
expect from one committed
to view life through the dark
glasses o suspicion and
smear. The simple fact is
that you cannot deliberately
"cover-up" that which you do
not know is there. Neither
the Police Commissioner nor
I knew anything of these "sec-
ond" set of statements until

or do not all agree with the
first and only official release
that one of the men died
with a stolen gun in his
hand.

Perhaps he can tell us
whether his repeated parrot-
ing of "cover-up ' is not an
attempt to cast doubts on the
fundamental facts. Is he him-
self "covering-up?"

As to his question as to
what is being done to the per-
son or persons responsible for

— — ——«.••"-"" uutii these 'irregularities this
this was revealed by the Lead- can only be decided by the
er of the Opposition who proper authorities after and

not before the conclusion of
the investigation

What, no
regret?

THE EDITOR, Sir:-Surely,
Mr. Editor, the country is
entitled to expect better of
the Attorney General and
Minister of Justice than the
classic defence of every old
log caught in flagrante
"the police carrying griev-
ance for me sir!" (Gleaner
May 7).

One small expression of
regret would have earned
him more respect for his
views than all the self-right-
eous fulminations with which
he sought to confuse and
obscure the issue of judicial
interference.
' I am, etc.,

COURTEOUS
May 10, 1979.

received them from the anon-
ymous source. It follows that
neither of us could have
attempted to "cover-up" that
which we, did not know
about Further, as soon as it
came to my attention, (and
incidentally to the public's) I
ordered an immediate
investigation by the proper
authorities to discover (not to
cover) the facts and to arrive
at the answer to the very
questions, and more, that
Mr. Spauldings is asking me
to answer.

I had expressed the hope
that this matter, which
undoubtedly will reach the
Courts, should not be the
subject of political diatribe
- but since Mr'. Spauldings

insists on snide suggestions,
perhaps he can tell the pub-
lic whether in these "vastly
differing" statements they do

by the
D.P.P. - or a disciplinary
body. I do not believe in
b y p a s s i n g e s t a b l i s h e d
institutions.

If I thought it would
help, I would appeal to Mr.
Spauidings and others to
leave this matter to the prop-
er source and due process
but unfortunately there are
those dedicated to darkness
and sinister plots who will
not be burdened either by
simple facts or the light of
truth.

As far as the Ministry of
National Security is con-
cerned, there is no "cover-
up '. <

I am, etc .
DUDLEY THOMPSON

Minister of
National Security

May 26, 1979.

Road lake
THE EDITOR, Sir I wish
to bring to the attention of
the St Catherine Parish
Council the hopeless plight
of the citizens of Garvey
meade whenever it rains
heavily.

Since the latter part of
1976 when 'Phase 1' was
handed over to purchasers
the main and sole entry by
vehicular traffic to the hous-
ing scheme becomes an
impassable lake during peri-
ods of heavy rains Whenever
this happens motorists run
the risk of either stalling or
that of drowning in the large
body of water through which
they must drive in order that
they may reach their home.

Who, may I ask, would
be responsible for the death
of a woman in labour and
who requires surgery in order
to save her life, but who fails
to get to a Doctor in time
because of the presence of
this large, body of water?

It seems to me that the
drains are either too small
for the volume of water or
that, they are clogged with
accumulated debris. I do not
think that the drains have
ever been cleaned.

The citizens of Garvey-
meade are not alone in their
sad plight, those of Westport
and Bridgeport encounter
similar large lakes which are
formed as a result of some
bureaucratic negligence.

I think that it is grossly
inhuman, unfair and tan-
tamount to daylight robbery
to ask citizens to pay sky
high mortages, inflated land
taxes and all the other taxes
in order to journey home to
find that one is only a few
metres from one.'s doorstep,
yet so far away because some-
one does not care whether
the water flows away or
remain stagnant.

I am, etc.<,
C. McKOY

Box 99,
Kingston,
May 14, 1979.

is well staffed as far as nurses
are concerned, unlike state
iinental institution in the U.S
aides are put in charge of
t-he so called "black wards'
and as far as I know this
does not exist at Bellevue.

Mental institutions in most
countries are treated as the
step-child in health care and
in Jamica it is no exception
and as a result lack of ade
quate funding is a big prob
'lem. The nurses and other
workers at Bellevue will be
happy to know that there are
state-run mental institutions
in America in worse physical
shape and more intolerable
working condi t ion t h a n
theirs. Dr. HIckling and Sis-
ter Parker-Hanniford need
the full co operation of the
staff and the support of the
general public including the
news media so that Bellevue
will never be called '"psy
chiatric ghetto as one psy
chologist called the state-run
mental institution in the
United States
, I am, etc.,
D U N B A R T W I L S O N ,

R N.
4 Bismarck Street,
Mattapan, Mass.
May 11, 1979

Bellevue
THE EDITOR, Sir:- I am
concerned with the negative
publicity Bellevue Hospital
has been getting recently and
as a graduate from that
institution it bothers me. On
my last visit to Jamaica I
spoke with many of my for-
mer co-workers at the hospi-
tal and I found out that the
older nurses were the ones
who resent changes, unlike
older counterparts the young
nurses saw the present trend
in mental health as a chal-
lenge and welcomed it. This
finding was not surprising to
me since older people are
more conservative. Anyone
who knows the history of Bel-
levue Hospital from the early
days up until recently will
recall that the hospital was
run by senior medical offi-
cers who were very conserva-
tive and authoritarian.

The rapport between these
doctors and nurses especially
junior nurses was actually
non-existent and one does
not have to be a health care
professional to realize that
this type, of relationship
would be bound to have an
effect on patient care. At pre-
sent the new senior medical
officer is young and liberal,
and many people who are
afraid of reforms and
changes see this as a threat.
What is happening at Bel-
levue is typical of many large
jnental institutions in the
United States. I can say with-
out any doubt that Bellevue

Missing
THE EDITOR, Sir -The
following is a copy of a letter
I have sent to the Superin-
tendent of Police, Trench
Town Police Station
Dear Sir s

I am reporting about my
brother Gladstone Milton
Griffiths who is missing, pre-
sumable, since January 1979

He is about 42 years old.
5 feet 5 inches in height and
of dark complexion He was
last seen by myself and sister
Pearl (who works at the Bur-
sary U.W.I.) in December,
prior to Christmas, 1978.

He was living prior to his
disappearance at 28 Harris
Street, Rose Town and from
there he visited his sister
Pearl at her home and at ihe
University of the West Indies
on every month end for mon-
ey. He was accustomed to vis-
it also another sister, Miss
Ivy Bennett at 5 Connally
Avenue, Woodford Park.

I am informed, Mr. Griff-
iths was also on the relief roll
at the Board of Supervision
b u t f r o m i n f o r m a t i o n
received he has not been col-
lecting his allowance.

Prior to learning of his
disappearance, I can recall
reading in the papers of a
man who was found dead on
the Greenwich Town Beach
and that foul play was sus-
pected. This man answers
my brother's description. If
your officers are able to
lUnearth the record and pho-
tograph of that dead man on
the beach I shall be too will-
ing to have a look at it.

Detect ive Davis was
i n v e s t i g a t i n g the dis- ,
appearance of Mr. Griffiths
while stationed at the Trench
Town Police Station he has
since been transferred to Den-
ham Town.

I write you this letter as I
have been informed that it is
not safe to travel in your
area.

My telephone number is
79831 — Ministry of Agricul-
ture, and I am willing to
offer any furhter assistance
possibly in your investigation.

I am, etc.,
H. GRIFFITHS

c/o Ministry'of Agriculture,
Hope Gardens,
Kingston 6.
May 15, 1979.
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